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A note on the morphology 
of Pi2 spectra 

Pi2's are divided into sections and a spectrum analysis is 
made of each by means of MEM. Generally the spectrum of the 
first quarter of a Pi2 is found to be similar to that of the com
plete Pi2. The analysis demonstrates that the entire suite of 
spectral peaks constituting a Pi2 is generated simul
taneously. 

Pi2 geomagnetic pulsations are a class of irregular 
pulsations which in their simplest form begin 
impulsively and decay to the background in a semi
regular fashion within 3 to 25 minutes. Saito ( 1961 , 
1969) found that a Pi2 is always accompanied by a bay 
somewhere in the auroral zone, although the horizon
tal component of the bay may be canceiJed giving the 
impression that the Pi2 occurs without a bay. These 
pulsations are generally observed at night with peak 
occurrence at 2230 LT (Smith, 1973). 

Past investigations differ in respect of findings on 
the spectral structure of Pi2's. Surc/iffe ( 1974) used the 
maximum entropy method (MEM) to obtain power 
spectra of Pi2's with substantially improved resolu
tion. The MEM spectra clearly indicated that the Pi2's 
investigated consisted of 1-7 spectral components; 
thus when considering theories which suggest that 
Pi2's are single-frequency phenomena, the multi
frequency nature of the spectrum should be borne in 
mind. Although many researchers advance theories 
which are in accord with the multicomponent nature of 
Pi2's, some propose that the spectral components are 
often harmonically related (Kato, 1966; Hirasawa & 
Nagata, )966; Roth & Orr. 1973; Stuart & Booth, 
1974). whereas others find no evidence of harmonic 
structure (Rostoker, 1967; Doobov & Mainsrone, 
1973a). Sutcliffe ( 1975) suggested an explanation for 
these differences and showed that Pi2's can be divided 
into three categories according to spectral character: 
(I) those in which all the peaks belong to a harmonic 
series. (2) those in which some peaks belong to a 
harmonic subseries while the remainder are harmoni
cally unrelated, and (3) those which exhibit no 
evidence of harmonic structure. 

In the present paper some properties of Pi2 spectra 
obtained via MEM are considered . The Pi2's analysed 
were recorded at Hermanus ( -41, I 0 ; 79,6° corrected 
geomagnetic), a typical mid-latitude station, and 
Sanae ( -60.1°; 44,2° corrected geomagnetic), a sub
auroral station. 
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Pi2's word in seksies verdeel en 'n spektrumana/ise deur 
middel van MEM daarop uitgevoer. In die atgemeen word 
gevind dat die spektrum van die eerste kw art van 'n Pi2 soort
gelyk a an die van die he le Pi2 ts. Die analise toon aan dat die 
vo/ledige stel pieke wat 'n Pi2 uitmaak tegelykertyd opgewek 
word. 

Analysis of section of Pi2's 
Since certain of the spectral components of a Pi2 
appear to be harmonically unrelated at times, it is con
ceivable that in such cases each unrelated component 
has a separate generating mechanism. Rostoker ( 1967) 
and Doobov & Mainstone ( 1973b) proposed theories 
for the generation of a number of unrelated spectral 
peaks in a Pi2. Rostoker's theory requires that each 
component be generated in turn as the Pi2 progresses. 
whereas Doobov and Mainstone's theory requires that 
all components be generated simultaneously at the 
start of the Pi2. In order to resolve this problem we 
endeavoured to determine when the individual spectral 
components in a Pi2 commence, that is, whether they 
are all generated simultaneously at the start of the l'i2, 
or in succession as the Pi2 progresses. 

To this end the series of digitized data values 
representing each pi2 was divided into four conse~u
tive time series of equal length . Two examples of Pi2' s 
divided in this way are sh-.~wn in Figs. !(a) and (b), 
their respective spectra are tho~e in Figs. 3(a) and 4(a ). 
The resulttng time series were in most instances of 
exceptionally short length, in a few cases not con
taining a complete cycle of the lowest frequency 
component. A spectrum analysis using MEM with 
prediction error filter length 50 per cent of recora 
length was then made of each such time series. MEM is 
particularly suited to analysis of such short time series 
as it is capable of producing spectra of good resolu 
tion, even for signals containing only half a cycle 
(Uirych, 1972). An initial analysis of 37 Pi2's recorded 
at Hermanus during 1970 indicated that in general the 
spectrum of the first quarter of a Pi2 is similar to that 
of the complete Pi2, with essentially the same spectral 
peaks, though sometimes exhibiting a slight shifl in 
frequency (Sutcliffe. 1974). 

A further analysis was performed on Pi2's recorded 
at Hermanus and Sanae during 1972. Table I 
summarizes the particulars for those Pi2's whose 
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Fig. I. Traces of the H component of Pi2's observed at 
Hermanus at (a} 0301 UT on 15 June 1972 and (b) 2231 UT 
o n 29 October 1972. The short vertical arrows indicate how 
each Pi2 was dtvided into 4 consecutive time series of equal 
length. 

spectra are subsequently presented in Figs. 3-6. The 
spectra of the first quarter of25 of the 34 Pi2's analysed 
at Hermanus were found to be similar to those of the 
complete Pi2, though exhibiting slight shifts in 
frequency on occasion. In view of the short lengths of 
the time series analysed, the question arises as to 
whether the results depend on the duration of the Pi2's, 
that is. whether MEM is able to correctly resolve 
freq uencies in the range 5-50 mHz when signal length is 
only a quarter of the duration of a Pi2. 

In order to substantiate our findings we present Fig. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Distribution according to duration of the 34 
Pi2's recorded at Hermanus (upper histogram) and of the 25 
Pi2's in which the spectrum of the first quarter was similar to 
that of the entire Pi2 (lower histogram). 
(b) Distribution of the 34 Pi2's recorded at Hermanus 
according to the number of cycles of the lowest frequency 
signal spanned by one quarter of the Pi2. The vertical line 
and arrows indicate the mean and standard deviation respec
tively. 

2. The two histograms in Fig. 2(a) show the distri
bution of the 34 Pi2's from Hermanus according to 
their duration, and the distribution of those in which 

Table 1 

Station at 
which Pi2 observed 

Hermanus 

Hermanus 

Hermanus 

Hermanus 

Hermanus 

Sanae 

Particulars of Pi2's whose spectra are presented in Figs. 3-6. 

Date and time Duration of Spectrum of first 

of start of Pi2 Pi2 (minutes) quarter similar to 
spectrum of entire Pi2 

15 June 1972 11 ,8 Yes 030i UT 

25 Sept 1972 
17.8 Yes 2300 UT 

29 Oct 1972 
19.7 Yes 2231 .UT 

8 Nov 1972 
8.0 Yes 2253 UT 

14 Nov 1972 
14,2 No 2303 UT 

7 June 1972 14,5 Yes 
2052 UT 

Figure reference 

Figs, 1 (a), 3(a) 

Fig. 3(b) 

Figs. I (b), 4(a) 

Fig. 4(b} 

Fig. S 

Fig. 6(a) 
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Fig. 3. Amplitude spectra of the first quarter of a Pi2 (lower 
curve) and the complete Pi2 (upper curve) observed at 
Hermanus at (a) 0301 UT on 15 June 1972 and (b) 2300 UT 
on 25 September 1972. 

the spectrum of the first quarter was similar to the 
spectrum of the complete Pi2. The similarity of the 
histograms, especially for the shorter durations, 
indicates that the Pi2's were of sufficient duration to 
give a consequential result. This conclusion is further 
substantiated by Fig. 2(b). To obtain this figure the 
ratio was calculated of the duration of one quarter of 
each Pi2 to the longest period signal contained within 
the Pi2, that is, the number of cycles of the lowest 
frequency in the Pi2 spanned by one quarter of pi2. 
Fig. 2(b) shows how these ratios for the 34 Pi2's studied 
at Hermanus were distributed. We see that each 
quarter of a Pi2 spanned on average 1,75 cycles (stan
dard deviation 0,6) of the lowest frequency. Since 
MEM is capable of producing satisfactory results for 
signals spanning only haif a cycle ( Ulrych. 1972) we 
conclude that our findings are valid. Figs. 3(a) and (b), 
where the upper curve is the spectrum for the com
plete Pi2 and the lower curve is the spectrum for the 
first quarter of the Pi2, demonstrate the similarity in 
form of the spectra for two of the events observed at 
Hermanus. In Fig. 3(a) both spectra exhibit a peak at 
0,013 Hz while the other 2 peaks are shifted slightly. 

In experiments with sinusoids, Chen & Scegen 
( 1974) found that the location of a spectral peak oscil
lates about its true position as the length of the time 
series is altered and that the amplitude of oscillation 
increases as the length of the time series decreases. 
Furthermore, they found frequency shifts to depend 
on the initial phase of the sinusoid. Since the time 
series analysed here are extremely short, especially 
those of a quarter of a Pi2, slight frequency shifts such 
as those observed in Fig. 3(a) are not unexpected. 

The spectra of the succeeding quarters of the Pi2's 
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Fig. 4. Amplitude spectra of the four sections into which 
Pi2's recorded at Hermanus were divided (first section 
uppermost). The events were observed at (a) 2231 UT on 29 
October 1972 and (b) 2253 UT on 8 November 1972. 

often differed from the complete Pi2 spectrum in one 
or both of the following ways: (I) they did not contain 
all of the spectral peaks, and (2) one or more minor 
peaks appeared, especially in the spectrum of the last 
quarter of the Pi2. These changes probably are not due 
to changes in the spectral character of the Pi2. but 
result from a low signal-to-noise ratio. Chen & Stegen 
( 1974) showed that there is a certain level of no ise be
yond which the maximum entropy technique breaks 
down, and that this noise level is lower for shorter time 
series. The amplitude of a Pi2 decreases as it progresses 
and in the last quarter has decayed almost to zero; thus 
one probably cannot expect a reliable spectrum, 
especially considering the very short record lengths. 
However, in the majority of cases the dominant period, 
and often a number of the other large amplitude peaks, 
were observed in the spectra of all four quarters of the 
Pi2. 

Two examples showing the spectra of each of the 
four quarters of Pi2's are presented in Fig. 4. In Fig. 
4(a) the spectra of the first three parts of a Pi2 which 
had a duration of20 min show good similarity. The Pi2 
from which the spectra in Fig. 4(b) were obtained had a 
duration of only 8 min and was strongly damped; this 
probably accounts for the longest period peak being 
present only in the spectrum of the first quarter of the 
Pi2 and not in the succeeding spectra. It was noted that 
20 of the above 25 Pi2's were of the type with a fairly 
clear impulsive start followed by an exponential decay, 
while the ctlter five were less regular in shape. The 
spectra of the first quarter of the remaining nine Pi2's 
were not similar to those of the complete trains since 
one or more peaks were absent, but the spectra of the 
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Fig. 5. Amplitude spectra of a complete Pi2 (uppermost 
curve) and the four sections (following four curves) into 
which it was divided. The similarity of the second and third 
parts to the complete spectrum is better than that of the first 
part. This Pi2 had a Gaussian envelope and was recorded at 
Hcrmanus at 2303 UT on 14 November 1972. 

second a nd sometimes the third quarters were found to 
correlate well with the complete spectra. The trains 
exhibiting spectra of this type all had an irregular 
form. generally with a Gaussian envelope. An event of 
this type was observed at Hermanus on 14 November 
1972 and is shown in Fig. 5. 

Since Pi2's are accompanied by activity in the 
auroral zone (Saito,l961, 1969) at which time random 
noise covering a wide frequency range is generated in 
the e lectrojet, the waveforms of auroral-zone Pi2's are 
much more irregular than th ose of mid and low
latitude Pi2's ( Fukunishi & Hirasawa. 1970). 
Accordingly the forms of the 30 Pi2's recorded at 
Sanae were far less regular tha n those reco rded at 
He rmanus; even so, the spectra of the first quarter o f 
25 of these Pi2's were similar to those of the complete 
tra ins. A noticeable aspect of many of these spectra is 
that the peaks for the first quarte r are appreciably 
narrower than those in the spectrum of the complete 
Pi2. The broadness of the peaks in the complete Pi2 
spectrum can probably be ascribed to the dissipation 
and consequent decay of the wa ve tra ins. 

T he quantitative measure of such broadening is 
termed the Q-factor and ca n be rela ted very generally 
to the rate at whic h energy is d issipated in a vibratmg 
syste m (Kaula. 1968). This phe no me non is illustrated 
in Figs. 6(a) and (b) whic h show the results for two 
Pi2's recorded at Sanae. The conclusions drawn from 
these comparisons are the same as for the Hermanus 
data . In the remaining five Pi2's one or more peaks 
were absent fro m the spectra of the first quarter and 
only appeared in the following sections. 

T hree possibie expla na tions ca n be tendered to 
account for the absence of peak~ from the spectra of 
the fi rst quarter of a number of the Pi 2's: ( I ) the 
components were no: all generated simultaneously at 
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Fig. 6. Amplitude spectra oft he first quarter of a Pi2 (lower 
curve) and the complete Pi 2 (upper curve) observed at Sanae 
a t (a) 2052 UT on 7 June 1972 and (b) 0159 UT on 27 August 
1972. 

the start of the Pi2, (2) the compo nents were all gene
rated simultaneously but the travel times from the 
point of origin to the point of observation differed, or 
(3) the components a ll arrived at the point of observa
tion simultaneously, but were not observable in the 
spectra on account of their small initial amplitude. 

In an attempt to determine which of these explana
tions is the most feasible a comparison was made 
between the spectra with missing components at Her
manus and the spectra of the same event at Sanae and 
vice versa . In all cases it was found that if peaks were 
absent in the first quarter of a Pi2 at one station then 
they were found to be present at the other station: that 
is. all the spectral components in a complete Pi2 are 
present in the first quarter of the Pi2 at one or both of 
t he stations and in most cases at both stations. It would 
be desirable to know under what circumstances the 
first quarter of a Pi2 is simi lar to the complete event at 
one station but not at the other. However, the number 
of events of this type was not sufficient to permit a 
meaningful study to be made. Some light might be 
shed o n this problem by studyi ng the ratios of the 
powe rs of peaks observed a t bo th Hermanus and 
Sanae since such a study might e nable us to infer the 
location of the source of each spectral component: a 
study of this nature will be made in future work. In a 
number of cases it was also found that if a peak was 
absent from the spectrum of the first quarter of either 
the H or D component of a Pi2 then it was present in 
the first quarter of the other component. 

Since at least half a waveleng th of each constituent 
frequency must be present in the first qua rter of a Pi2 
fo r it to be detected we co nclude tha t the entire suite of 
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spectral peaks within a Pi2 is generated simul
taneously at the start of the Pi2. Certainly a sequence 
of generations at intervals of the order of minutes as 
suggested in the theory of Rostoker (1967) is pre
cluded, although generations at intervals of seconds as 
suggested by Kato (1966) might still be feasible. The 
present analysis does not allow us to determine which 
is the more likely of the second and third possibilities 
suggested above to explain the absence of peaks from 
the first quarter of a number of Pi2's. However, since 
no fixed pattern which might indicate a delay 
mechanism could be discerned with respect to the 
missing peaks, it is thought that the third possibility 
above is the most likely; that is, certain peaks are not 
initiallv observed because of the small signal-to-noise 
ratio. A future study of the ratios of the powers of the 
spectral compone1_1ts in Pi2's observed at both 
Hermanus and Sanae should shed light on this 
problem. 

Conclusion 
The study of Sutcliffe (I 975) showed that in 30 per cent 
of Pi2 spectra the peaks were harmonically related. A 
further 30-50 per cent exhibited a harmonic subseries 
plus one or more unrelated peaks, while in the 
remaining spectra there appeared to be no harmonic 
structure. The present work demonstrates that even 
when the peaks are not harmonically related they are 
all generated simultaneously within the order of 
seconds. 
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